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BEAM FAILURE RECOVERY FOR SECONDARY CELL

TECHNICAL FIELD

This document is directed generally to wireless communications.

BACKGROUND

Mobile telecommunication technologies are moving the world toward an increasingly

connected and networked society. In comparison with the existing wireless networks, next

generation systems and wireless communication techniques will need to support a much wider

range of use-case characteristics and provide a more complex and sophisticated range of access

requirements and flexibilities.

SUMMARY

This document provides techniques for a beam failure recovery (BFR) procedure

performed for a secondary cell, including a sequence of messages exchanged with a user

equipment (UE).

In one exemplary aspect, a wireless communication method is disclosed. The

wireless communication method includes receiving, by a first device, parameters configured to

carry out beam failure detection and beam failure recovery for secondary cells associated with

the first device, determining, by the first device, whether a beam failure event has occurred on at

least one of the secondary cells based on at least one of the parameters, performing, upon a

determination that the beam failure event has occurred, a beam failure recovery procedure for the

secondary cell with the beam failure event, and terminating the beam failure recovery procedure

upon an occurrence of a termination event.

In another exemplary aspect, a wireless communication method is disclosed. The

wireless communication method includes monitoring, by a user equipment, a downlink channel

between a base station and the user equipment, determining, by the user equipment, whether a

beam failure event has occurred on a secondary cell based on at least one of parameters of a

radio resource control configuration for a beam failure recovery and a beam failure detection

associated with the secondary cell, and performing, upon a determination that the beam failure

event has occurred, a beam failure recovery procedure on the secondary cell.



In yet another exemplary aspect, the above-described methods are embodied in the

form of processor-executable code and stored in a computer-readable program medium.

In yet another exemplary embodiment, a device that is configured or operable to

perform the above-described methods is disclosed.

The above and other aspects and their implementations are described in greater detail

in the drawings, the descriptions, and the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shows an example of a user equipment communicating a base station via a

downlink channel and an uplink channel.

FIG. 2 shows an example of a beam failure recovery (BFR) for a secondary cell

(SCell).

FIG. 3 shows an example transmission of a beam failure recovery request medium

access control element (BFRQ MAC CE).

FIG. 4 shows an example transmission of acknowledgement of reception of BFRQ

MAC CE or indication of non-reception of BFRQ MAC CE.

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a wireless communication method

based on some embodiments of the disclosed technology.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating another example of a wireless communication

method based on some embodiments of the disclosed technology.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram representation of a portion of a radio station in accordance

with one or more embodiments of the present technology can be applied.

DETAIFED DESCRIPTION

The 5G New Radio (NR) utilizes a higher frequency domain (from 3.5Ghz to 60Ghz)

than the current frequency domain in FTE. There are some advantages of using a high frequency

domain in extending frequency resources, but the higher the frequency domain, the higher the

pathloss during the radio propagation. Therefore, it is important to apply a beam forming

technology that can reduce the pathloss of radio propagation in higher frequency domain.

FIG. 1 shows an example of a user equipment communicating a base station via a

downlink channel and an uplink channel. In order to guarantee a successful reception of a



downlink (DL) transmission such as a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) transmission

and a physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) transmission, a network 100 performs a beam

training procedure in an initial access for each user equipment (UE) 102. After initial access, a

DL beam or a radio propagation path may be changed when the UE is moving, and the beam

failure recovery procedure is needed for UE to notify a base station 104 (e.g., gNB) of those

changes.

The base station 104, however, may not realize the current DL beam is not suitable.

This will degrade the DL transmission performance, thus causing a considerable delay if the

current serving cell is responsible for an ultra-reliable low latency communication (URLLC)

service. Moreover, the UE 102 uses the failed DL beam to monitor the PDCCH continuously,

which may cause the loss of downlink control information (DCI), and this can degrade the power

efficiency for the UE 102.

Beam failure recovery for secondary cell

Various embodiments of the disclosed technology can improve the reliability and

performance of the communication between the UE 102 and the base station 104 by

implementing a beam failure recovery (BFR) procedure for a secondary cell (SCell).

FIG. 2 shows an example of a beam failure recovery (BFR) for a secondary cell

(SCell). Once a beam failure is detected by a first device (e.g., UE) 202, the first device 202

notifies a second device (e.g., base station; gNB) 204 of the occurrence of the beam failure to

change the DL beam in order to guarantee the current DL data/signal reception.

The beam failure recovery (BFR) for the secondary cell (SCell) may include a first

step 206 and a second step 208. At the first step 206, the first device 202 receives the beam

failure detection and/or beam failure recovery configurations for the secondary cell (SCell) from

the network. For example, the first device 202 receives, at the first step 206, a radio resource

control (RRC) configuration for beam failure detection/beam failure recovery.

Once the beam failure is detected on a certain secondary cell (SCell), based on the

configuration received, the first device (e.g., UE) triggers the beam failure recovery procedure

for the secondary cell.

As an example, during the first step 206, the network may configure parameters

associated with beam failure detection and beam failure recovery and send the parameters to the

first device 202, which may be conducted via the RRC configuration. During the second step 208,



the beam failure recovery can be implemented to generate, by the first device 202, one or more

signals to notify the second device 204 (e.g., gNB) of the occurrence of the beam failure and the

selected DL beam.

In an implementation, once the beam failure recovery (BFR) procedure is triggered,

the first device (e.g., UE) initiates a random access (RACH) procedure on the certain secondary

cell (SCell), in which beam failure is detected, through the corresponding RACH configuration

based on the first step 206. The RACH procedure can be either a 2-step RACH procedure or a 4-

step RACH procedure. As an example, the random access type for the BFR can be notified to

UE at the first step 206.

The parameters for the beam failure detection may include a beam failure instance

maximum count and a beam failure detection timer. The parameters for the beam failure

recovery may include a scheduling request (SR) resource (e.g. SchedulingRequestld), BFR

CORESET and/or search space, a RACH resource (e.g. 2-step RACH resource for BFR), and a

beam recovered timer, beam failure response window or beam failure response timer.

The parameters may be configured on a cell group basis, or a secondary cell (SCell)

basis, or on a control channel group (e.g., PUCCH group) basis, or on a timing advanced group

(e.g., TA group) basis, or on a frequency range (FR) basis. The parameters may be configured on

a cell type basis. In this case, different parameters can be configured for SPcell and SCell. In

some implementations, different parameters that are configured in different ways can be

combined. For example, part of the parameters can be configured on a cell group basis and part

of the parameters can be configured on a SCell basis.

The beam failure recovery procedure includes triggering the beam failure recovery

request MAC control element (BFRQ MAC CE). Here, the contents of this MAC control

element have to include the selected DF beam, and corresponding serving cell. In an

implementation, the MAC CE includes at least one of a synchronization signal and physical

broadcast channel (PBCH) block (SSB) identifier, a channel-state information reference signal

(CSI-RS) identifier, or a cell Identifier.

In some implementations, the parameters can be explicitly configured for each

SCell/PUCCH group/TA group/FR. In some implementations, one or more parameters may have

an independent configuration with a configuration ID, and the configuration ID may be linked to

the SCell/PUCCH group/TA group/FR. In some implementations, each of the parameters may



have a default configuration, which can be either specified in the specification for the network or

configured through RRC signaling. In the absence of such a configuration for each SCell,

PUCCH group, TA group and/or FR, default parameters may be used. In some implementations,

each of the parameters may have a cell group level configuration. In the absence of such a

configuration for each SCell, PUCCH group, TA group and/or FR, the cell group level

configuration and/or parameters may be used.

Example procedures for the second step 208 are as follows.

In some embodiments of the disclosed technology, the beam failure recovery request

MAC control element (BFRQ MAC CE) may be triggered by the beam failure recovery. In a

scenario where there is no available UL-SCH resources for the BFRQ MAC CE transmission,

the first device 202 may take different steps. As an example, once the BFRQ MAC CE is

triggered and/or generated where no suitable UL grant can be used to carry the BFR MAC CE, if

corresponding SR resource is configured in the first step 202, the first device 202 (e.g., UE)

initiates the scheduling request (SR) transmission through the configured SR resource. As

another example, once the BFRQ MAC CE is triggered or generated where no available UL

grant can be used at this stage and no corresponding SR resource is configured to the first device

202 (e.g., UE) in the first step 206, the first device 202 (e.g., UE) triggers RACH procedure.

In some embodiments of the disclosed technology, the scheduling request (SR) for

the beam failure recovery (BFR) is canceled upon occurrence of at least one of the following

events: (1) transmission of a medium access control (MAC) protocol data unit (PDU) which

includes one or more corresponding BFRQ MAC CEs that are triggered prior to the assembling

of the MAC PDU; (2) the current failure beam for the present serving cell is recovered; (3) the

BFR procedure is finished; (4) the SCell is deactivated or removed; (5) the SCell is reconfigured

by RRC; (6) the radio link failure is triggered; (7) the secondary cell group (SCG) failure is

triggered, in case the concerned secondary cell (SCell) is located in the SCG; (8) the master cell

group (MCG) failure is triggered, in case the concerned secondary cell (SCell) is located in the

MCG.

In some embodiments of the disclosed technology, the pending BFRQ MAC CE is

canceled upon occurrence of at least one of the following events: (1) the transmission of the

MAC PDU which includes one or more corresponding BFRQ MAC CEs that are triggered prior

to the assembling of the MAC PDU; (2) the current beam failure for the serving cell is recovered;



(3) the BFR procedure is finished; (4) the SCell is deactivated or removed; (5) the SCell is

reconfigured by RRC; (6) the radio link failure is triggered; (7) the SCG failure is triggered, in

case the concerned SCell is located in SCG; (8) the MCG failure is triggered, in case the

concerned SCell is located in MCG.

In some embodiments of the disclosed technology, in cases where the scheduling

request (SR) for the beam failure recovery (BFR) is canceled or the pending BFRQ MAC CE is

canceled, whether the beam associated with the beam failure has been recovered can be

determined as follows. In some implementations, whether the beam failure recovery procedure

for the corresponding secondary cell (SCell) can be considered completed based on the following

criteria: (1) expiration of beam recovered timer; (2) reception of beam recovered indication; (3)

successful reception of a PDCCH transmission addressed to C_RNTI or BFR specific RNTI on

the corresponding CORESET or search space, which is configured in the first step 206, on the

serving cell, where the beam failure is detected; and (4) successful reception of a PDCCH

transmission addressed to C_RNTI or BFR specific RNTI on the serving cell, where the beam

failure is detected. Once the beam failure recovery (BFR) procedure is detected, MAC need to

cancel the triggered BFR procedure and BFRQ MAC CE and/or associated pending SR,

Moreover, BFI_COUNTER is reset.

In terms of expiration of beam recovered timer, the UE behavior associated with the

beam recovered timer is defined as follows: If the beam failure is detected or the BFRQ MAC

CE is triggered, the beam recovered timer is started. During the running of the beam recovered

timer, once the beam failure indication is received from a lower layer, the beam recovered timer

is started/restarted. If the beam recovered timer is expired, the first device (e.g., UE) can assume

that the failure beam is recovered.

In some embodiments of the disclosed technology, the Uplink MAC CE during the

logical channel prioritization (LCP) procedure may have different priorities. Once the UL grant

for new transmission is received, the LCP procedure is used for composing the MAC CE and

MAC SDU together into one MAC PDU. Since sensitive procedures may be delayed due to the

BFR procedure, the BFRQ MAC CE in the LCP procedure needs to have a higher priority than

buffer status report (BSR) MAC CE with the exception of the BSR for padding and have a lower

priority than the C- Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) MAC CE or data from uplink

common control channel (UL-CCCH).



FIG. 3 shows an example transmission of a beam failure recovery request medium

access control element (BFRQ MAC CE). The first device (e.g., UE) can carry out at least one of

the following tasks if the BFRQ MAC CE is transmitted.

In an implementation, the first device (e.g., UE) may cancel the related pending SR, if

any, and consider the BFR procedure as terminated.

In another implementation, the first device may try to receive ACK and/or NACK

from the base station (e.g., gNB). In an implementation, ACK can indicate an acknowledgement

of reception of BFRQ MAC CE, and NACK can indicate non-reception of BFRQ MAC CE. In

another implementation, the ACK/NACK may indicate the result of the beam recovery. If the

SR is triggered and pending, and if the MAC PDU transmitted includes the BFRQ MAC CE

triggered prior to the assembling of this MAC PDU, the SR is canceled. Furthermore, if this SR

is triggered by not only BFRQ MAC CE but also BSR MAC CE, it means that this pending

status will be remaining until both the BFRQ MAC CE and the BFR MAC CE associated with

this SR are transmitted. If the ACK is received, the first device (e.g., UE) may consider the BFR

procedure as terminated, and a beam failure recovery counter (BFI_COUNTER) is reset to zero.

If the NACK is received or there is no ACK is received by the first device (e.g., UE), the first

device may consider the BFR procedure as unsuccessful.

As shown in FIG. 3, once a beam failure is detected (302), the beam failure recovery

procedure 300 can vary depending on whether there is an available uplink shared channel (UL-

SCH). In case there is an available UL-SCH for the BFRQ MAC CE transmission, the BFRQ

MAC CE is sent (306) without sending a scheduling request (SR). In case there is no available

UL-SCH for the BFRQ MAC CE transmission, the first device triggers the SR for scheduling

UL-SCH (304), and once an uplink channel becomes available, the BFRQ MAC CE is sent (306).

FIG. 4 shows an example transmission of acknowledgement of reception of BFRQ

MAC CE or indication of non-reception of BFRQ MAC CE.

If the beam failure is detected by the first device (e.g., UE), the first device 402 starts

the beam failure recovery procedure 400, and the BFRQ MAC CE is triggered. If there is no

available UL-SCH resources for sending the BFRQ MAC CE, then the first device 402 (e.g., UE)

sends SR like PUCCH to the second device 404 (e.g., base station, gNB) requesting a new UL

transmission (406). If there is available UL-SCH resources for sending the BFRQ MAC CE,



then the first device 402 (e.g., UE) sends, without sending the SR like PUCCH to the second

device 404, a BFRQ MAC CE for acquiring the DL beam recovery (408).

Subsequently, the second device (e.g., gNB) sends an implicit/explicit ACK/NACK

to notify UE whether it is successful. In this step, the first device (e.g., UE) may wait until the

ACK/NACK is sent to the BFRQ MAC CE from the second device (e.g., gNB) when the BFRQ

MAC CE is transmitted. Thus, once the BFRQ MAC CE is sent to the second device (e.g., gNB),

one timer is needed for the first device (e.g., UE) to receive the ACK/NACK in a certain period.

In receiving the ACK/NACK to BFRQ MAC CE, the reception of ACK/NACK can

be terminated in certain situations to prevent infinite iterations. In some implementations, one

timer (e.g., bfr_ResponseTimer) or time windows (e.g., bfr_ResponseWinow) may be used for

the first device (e.g., UE) to determine the endless reception of ACK/NACK or beam failure

recovery procedure or to determine that the first device (e.g., UE) cannot receive any response

from the second device (e.g., gNB)

The timer or timer windows is started or restarted upon occurrence of at least one of

the following events: (1) the beam failure recovery is triggered; (2) the BFRQ MAC CE is sent

to the base station (gNB); (3) the MAC PDU with BFRQ MAC CE is composed for an available

PUSCH transmission.

The timer or timer windows is stopped upon occurrence of at least one of the

following events: (1) the beam failure recovery procedure is finished; (2) the ACK/NACK is

received; (3) the current failure beam for this serving cell is recovered; (4) the BFR procedure is

finished; (5) the SCell is deactivated or removed; (6) the SCell is reconfigured by RRC; (7) the

radio link failure is triggered; (8) the SCG failure is triggered, in case the concerned SCell is

located in SCG; (9) the MCG failure is triggered, in case the concerned SCell is located in MCG.

If the timer/time window is expired without any reception of ACK from the second

device (e.g., base station, gNB) or if only NACK is received from the second device (e.g., gNB),

the first device (e.g., UE) can carry out the following tasks.

Once the first device (e.g., UE) finds that there is no ACK/NACK or only NACK was

received to the BFRQ MAC CE until the expiration of the timer (e.g., bfr_ResponseTimer) or

time windows (e.g., bfr_ResponseWinow), the first device (e.g., UE) assumes that this attempt

for beam failure recovery is failed. Therefore, UE shall perform at least one of the following

tasks: (1) the first device (e.g., UE) assumes that the BFR procedure has been failed, and



deactivates the failed SCell to save power, and generates one MAC CE to notify gNB of the

renewed SCells situation; (2) the first device (e.g., UE) assumes that the BFR procedure has been

failed and resets the BFI_COUNTER; (3) the first device (e.g., UE) assumes this round of BFR

procedure has been failed, and then triggers another BFRQ MAC CE or triggers another round of

beam failure recovery procedure.

For task (1), examples of the SCell deactivation MAC CE are as follows. The MAC

CE includes at least one of a serving cell identifier or a status indication. The MAC CE is one

bitmap MAC CE, each bit in this MAC CE is mapped to each serving cell, and “0” can indicate

this serving cell is in a deactivation status, and “1” can indicate the mapped serving cell is in an

activation status.

For task (3), the first device (e.g., UE) can carry out the following tasks upon a

determination that this round of BFR procedure has failed. In this case, a BFR_COUNTER is

needed for the first device (e.g., UE) to calculate the number of iterations of BFR attempts. The

first device (e.g., UE) received the maximum number set to the counter by RRC configuration to

limit the maximum number of iterations of BFR attempts. The first device (e.g., UE) can carry

out the following tasks: (1) at step 1, the BFRQ MAC CE is triggered , and there is available UL-

SCH resources currently for this MAC CE; (2) at step 2, the firs device (e.g., UE) composes the

MAC PDU that includes the BFRQ MAC CE, and sends it to the second device (e.g. gNB), the

BFR_ResponseTimer is started/restarted; (3) at step 3a, if the NACK is received during the

running period of the BFR_ResponseTimer or if there is no ACK/NACK received until the

expiration of BFR_Response Timer, the first device (e.g., UE) considers this round of the BFR

attempts as failed, and increases the BFR_COUNTER by one, and then proceeds to step 4; (4) at

step 3b, if one ACK is received during the running period of the BFR _ResponseTimer, the first

device (e.g., UE) assumes this attempt of BFR as successful, and resets the BFI_COUNTER; at

step 4, if the BFR_COUNTER has not reached the bfrMaximumCounter, the first device (e.g.,

UE) triggers another BFRQ MAC CE. Otherwise, the first device (e.g., UE) assumes the BFR on

this serving cell is failed.

In some implementations, the BFR_COUNTER is reset upon occurrence of at least

one of the following events: (1) the current failure beam for this serving cell is recovered; (2) the

BFR procedure is finished successfully; (3) the SCell is deactivated or removed; (4) the SCell is

reconfigured by RRC; (5) the radio link failure is triggered; (6) the SCG failure is triggered, in



case the concerned SCell is located in SCG; (7) the MCG failure is triggered, in case the

concerned SCell is located in MCG; (8) the beam failure recovery procedure is triggered; (9) the

BFI_COUNTER reaches to the beam failure instance maximum count.

In some implementations, the ACK/NACK to the BFRQ MAC CE is as follows. One

ACK/NACK needs be used for UE to determine whether the BFR on SCell is successful or not.

Examples of the ACK/NACK can include: (1) BFR-RNTI; (2) PDCCH or DCI in the CORESET

or search space for recovery; (3) DCI codepoint associated with the link recovery request

message; (4) New or Reuse MAC command confirming the link recovery request message; (5)

an indication for new data (in the received HARQ information) for a PUSCH carrying MAC-CE

command (further condition: under the same HARQ process number); (6) receiving

reconfiguration or activation of a TCI state associated with PDCCH.

For the BFR-RNTI, the first device (e.g., UE) is configured with BFR-RNTI, if the

first device (e.g., UE) sends the BFRQ MAC CE, the first device (e.g., UE) may try to use the

BFR-RNTI to receive the PDCCH, once the first device (e.g., UE) receive the BFR-RNTI

addressed PDCCH, the first device (e.g., UE) assumes the BFRQ MAC CE is successfully

received by the second device (e.g., gNB).

For the CORESET/SEARCH SPACE, the first device (e.g., UE) is configured with

one search space or/and CORESET on the SCell for which the BFR is triggered. It is assumed

that the BFR on SCell is successful if the first device (e.g., UE) receives the PDCCH in the

preconfigured PDCCH resources set with a certain transmission configuration indication. In an

implementation, it is assumed that the BFR on SCell is successful if the first device (e.g., UE)

receives the PDCCH in the configured search space or CORESET with the Transmission

Configuration Indication (TCI) state Quasi Co-Location (QCL) to the selected SSB (Primary

Sync Signal, and Secondary Sync Signal/PBCH block) or channel state information reference

signal (CSI-RS).

For the MAC CE based ACK/NACK signaling, the network may transmit the MAC

CE or only MAC CE subheader to notify UE that the BFRQ MAC CE is received successfully.

This confirms that MAC CE or only confirm MAC CE subheader can be newly designed or

reusing of the currently existed MAC CE. For the newly designed MAC CE, at least one of the

following parameter can be included: (1) Serving cell Identifier; (2) SSB identifier; (3) CSI-RS

identifier. For the newly designed MAC CE subheader, a new Logical Channel Identifier (LCID)



is allocated. In some implementations, in order to reuse the current MAC CE, the SCell

activation/deactivation MAC CE can be reused as an ACK/NACK.

In receiving the reconfiguration or activation of a TCI associated with PDCCH, once

the first device (e.g., UE) receives the TCI state indication for UE-specific PDCCH MAC CE or

the RRC reconfiguration for TCI state of PDCCH, it means NW confirms the reception of BFRQ

MAC CE.

User equipment behavior associated with beam failure recovery/beam failure

detection when secondary cell is activated or deactivated

If the SCell is deactivated, at least one of the following behavior shall be adapted: (1)

cancel the pending SR, which is triggered by BFRQ MAC CE; (2) reset BFI_COUNTER; (3)

stop a beam failure detection timer; (4) cancel the pending BFRQ MAC CE, if triggered by beam

failure detection; (5) reset or stop the BFR_Response Timer/Window, if configured; (6) reset the

BFR_COUNTER, if configured.

If the SCell is activated, at least one of the following behavior shall be adapted: (1)

reset the BFI_COUNTER; (2) reset the BFR_COUNTER, if configured.

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a wireless communication method

based on some embodiments of the disclosed technology. The method may include, at step 502,

receiving, by a first device, parameters configured to carry out beam failure detection and beam

failure recovery for secondary cells associated with the first device, at step 504, determining, by

the first device, whether a beam failure event has occurred on at least one of the secondary cells

based on at least one of the parameters, at step 506, performing, upon a determination that the

beam failure event has occurred, a beam failure recovery procedure for the secondary cell with

the beam failure event, and at step 508, terminating the beam failure recovery procedure upon an

occurrence of a termination event.

In an implementation, the parameters are configured on a cell group basis, or a

secondary cell basis, or on a control channel group basis, or on a timing advanced group basis, or

on a frequency range basis. In another implementation, the parameters are configured via at least

one of a radio resource control (RRC) configuration or a medium access control (MAC) control

element. In another implementation, the beam failure recovery procedure includes triggering a

beam failure recovery request MAC control element. Here, the MAC control element includes at

least one of a group of synchronization signals and physical broadcast channel (PBCH) block



(SSB) identifier, a channel-state information reference signal (CSI-RS) identifier, or a cell

Identifier. Furthermore, the beam failure recovery procedure may include initiating a scheduling

request in case no uplink shared channel is available for sending the beam failure recovery

request MAC control element.

The scheduling request is canceled in case: a transmission of a medium access control

protocol data unit including a corresponding one or more the beam failure recovery request

medium access control elements triggered prior to an assembling of the medium access control

protocol data unit; the failure beam for this secondary cell is recovered; the beam failure

recovery procedure is finished; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell

is reconfigured via the radio resource control signaling; a radio link failure is triggered; a

secondary cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group

failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered.

The triggering of beam failure recovery request MAC control element is canceled in

case: a transmission of a medium access control protocol data unit including a corresponding one

or more the beam failure recovery request medium access control elements triggered prior to an

assembling of the medium access control protocol data unit; the secondary cell is recovered; the

beam failure recovery procedure is finished; the failure beam for this secondary cell is

deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio

link failure is triggered; a secondary cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is

triggered; or a master cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered.

In an implementation, the beam failure recovery procedure includes performing a

random access procedure for beam failure recovery. In another implementation, the beam failure

recovery procedure includes sending, by the first device, a beam failure recovery request MAC

control element to a second device. Here, the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

determining, by the first device, the beam failure recovery procedure is terminated. As an

example, the beam failure recovery procedure further includes resetting, by the first device, the

beam failure indication counter. The beam failure recovery procedure may further include

canceling, by the first device, a pending scheduling request.

In an implementation, the beam failure recovery procedure includes receiving, by the

first device, a notification to the beam failure recovery request MAC control element from the

second device. Here, the beam failure recovery procedure further includes determining, by the



first device, whether the beam failure recovery procedure is successful upon the notification.

Furthermore, the notification to the beam failure request MAC control element may indicate at

least one of: a beam failure recovery radio network temporary identifier; a physical downlink

control channel or downlink control information in a control resource set (CORESET) or in a

search space; downlink control information codepoint associated with a link recovery request

message; or an indication that a physical uplink shared channel is carrying a medium access

control element command. The beam failure recovery procedure may further include configuring,

by first device, a beam failure response timer or a beam failure response window for monitoring

the notification to the beam failure request MAC control element from the second device.

The beam failure recovery timer is started or restarted upon occurrence of

predetermined events, including: the beam failure recovery is initiated; the beam failure recovery

request medium access control element is sent to the base station; and a medium access control

protocol data unit with the beam failure recovery request medium access control element is

formed for a physical uplink shared channel. Here, at least one of the beam failure response timer

or the beam failure response windows is stopped upon occurrence of predetermined events,

including: the beam failure recovery procedure is finished; an acknowledgement that the second

device has received the beam failure recovery request or a notification that the second has not

received the beam failure recovery request; the failure beam for the secondary serving cell is

recovered; the beam failure recovery procedure is finished; the secondary cell is deactivated or

removed; the secondary cell is reconfigured by a radio resource control (RRC); a radio link

failure is triggered; a secondary cell group (SCG) failure is triggered where the SCG includes the

secondary cell; and a master cell group (MCG) failure is triggered where the MCG includes the

secondary cell.

The beam failure recovery procedure further includes determining, by the first device,

the beam failure recovery procedure is not successful in case that: the notification is not received

until the expiration of beam failure response timer; or the notification indicated that the beam

recovery is not successful. The first device includes a beam failure recovery counter configured

to count a number of beam failure recovery request attempt iterations. The beam failure recovery

counter is configured to increase by one at every beam failure recovery request transmission. The

beam failure recovery procedure further includes triggering, by the first device, another beam

failure recovery request in case the beam failure recovery counter has not reached the threshold



value. The beam failure recovery counter is reset upon occurrence of one or more predetermined

reset events, including: the secondary cell with the beam failure event is recovered; the beam

failure recovery procedure is finished successfully; the secondary cell with the beam failure

event is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell with the beam failure event is reconfigured; a

radio link failure is triggered; and the count reaches to a predetermined maximum count.

In an implementation, the termination event includes at least one of: a transmission of

a beam failure recovery request MAC control element; a beam failure recovery counter reaching

a maximum value; an expiration of beam failure recovery timer; and a notification reception

from the second device. In another implementation, the beam failure recovery procedure includes

resetting, by the first device, a beam failure indication counter upon termination of a beam

failure recovery. In another implementation, the beam failure recovery procedure includes

canceling, by the first device, a pending scheduling request that is associated with the beam

failure recovery request, upon termination of a beam failure recovery.

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating another example of a wireless communication

method based on some embodiments of the disclosed technology. The method may include, at

step 602, monitoring, by a user equipment, a downlink channel between a base station and the

user equipment, at step 604, determining, by the user equipment, whether a beam failure event

has occurred on a secondary cell based on at least one of parameters of a radio resource control

configuration for a beam failure recovery and a beam failure detection associated with the

secondary cell, and at step 606, performing, upon a determination that the beam failure event has

occurred, a beam failure recovery procedure on the secondary cell.

In some implementations, the monitoring the downlink channel between the wireless

network and the user equipment includes receiving a radio resource control configuration for a

beam failure recovery. In some implementations, the parameters are configured on a cell group

basis, or a secondary cell basis, or on a control channel group basis, or on a timing advanced

group basis, or on a frequency range basis. In some implementations, the parameters are

configured via at least one of a radio resource control (RRC) configuration or a medium access

control (MAC) control element. In some implementations, the beam failure recovery procedure

includes triggering a beam failure recovery request MAC control element.

The MAC control element may include at least one of a synchronization signal and

physical broadcast channel (PBCH) block identifier, a channel-state information reference signal



(CSI-RS) identifier, and a cell Identifier. The beam failure recovery request medium access

control element is canceled in case: a transmission of a medium access control protocol data unit

including a corresponding one or more the beam failure recovery request medium access control

elements triggered prior to an assembling of the medium access control protocol data unit; the

failure beam for the secondary cell is recovered; the beam failure recovery procedure is finished;

the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio

resource control; a radio link failure is triggered; a secondary cell group failure that includes the

secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is

triggered. In case no uplink shared channel is available for a new transmission, a scheduling

request is initiated.

The scheduling request is canceled in case: a transmission of a medium access control

protocol data unit including a corresponding one or more the beam failure recovery request

medium access control elements triggered prior to an assembling of the medium access control

protocol data unit; the failure beam for the secondary cell is recovered; the beam failure recovery

procedure is finished; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is

reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio link failure is triggered; a secondary cell

group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group failure that

includes the secondary cell is triggered. Once the beam failure recovery request medium access

control element is sent to the base station, the scheduling request triggered by this BFRQ MAC

CE is canceled.

Once the beam failure recovery request medium access control element is sent to the

base station, the user equipment receives, from the base station, an acknowledgement that the

base station has received the beam failure recovery request or a notification that the base station

has not received the beam failure recovery request. In case an uplink shared channel is available,

the user equipment sends, to the base station, the beam failure recovery request medium access

control element for acquiring a downlink beam recovery. In case no uplink shared channel is

available, the user equipment sends, to the base station, the scheduling request for acquiring an

available uplink shared channel for sending the beam failure recovery request medium access

control element. The base station is configured to assign a timer or a time window for the user

equipment to receive the acknowledgement.



The timer is started or restarted upon occurrence of predetermined events, including:

the beam failure recovery is initiated; the beam failure recovery request medium access control

element is sent to the base station; and a medium access control protocol data unit with the beam

failure recovery request medium access control element is formed for a physical uplink shared

channel. The timer is stopped upon occurrence of predetermined events, including: the beam

failure recovery is finished; the acknowledgement of reception or the indication of non-reception

is received; the secondary cell is recovered; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the

secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio resource control; a secondary cell group (SCG)

failure is triggered where the SCG includes the secondary cell; and a master cell group (MCG)

failure is triggered where the MCG includes the secondary cell.

The user equipment is configured to: in case the timer or the time window is expired

without receiving the acknowledgement of reception or indication of non-reception, deactivate

the secondary cell; and generate a medium access control element for notifying a renewed

secondary cell situation. The medium access control element includes at least one of a serving

cell identifier or a status indication.

The user equipment is configured to, in case the timer or the time window is expired

without receiving the acknowledgement of reception or indication of non-reception, reset a beam

failure instance counter that is associated with the beam failure recovery procedure. The user

equipment is configured to, in case the timer or the time window is expired without receiving the

acknowledgement of reception or indication of non-reception, trigger another beam failure

recovery request medium access control element. The user equipment includes a beam failure

recovery counter configured to count a number of beam failure recovery attempt iterations.

The user equipment is configured to compose a medium access control element that

includes the beam failure recovery request medium access control element, send the medium

access control element via an uplink shared channel. The beam failure recovery counter is

configured to increase by one every time the user equipment fails to receive an

acknowledgement of reception or indication of non-reception until an expiration of the timer or

the time window.

The user equipment is configured to reset the beam failure instance counter upon

reception of the acknowledgement. The user equipment is configured to reset the beam failure

instance counter in case: the secondary cell is recovered; the beam failure recovery procedure is



finished successfully; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is

reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio link failure is triggered; a secondary cell

group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group failure that

includes the secondary cell is triggered; or the beam failure instance counter reaches to a

predetermined maximum count.

The acknowledgement of reception or indication of non-reception indicates at least

one of: a beam failure recovery radio network temporary identifier; a physical downlink control

channel or downlink control information in a control resource set or in a search space; downlink

control information codepoint associated with a link recovery request message; or an indication

that a physical uplink shared channel is carrying a medium access control element command.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram representation of a portion of a radio station. A radio

station 705 such as a base station or a wireless device (or UE) can include processor electronics

710 such as a microprocessor that implements one or more of the wireless techniques presented

in this document. The radio station 705 can include transceiver electronics 715 to send and/or

receive wireless signals over one or more communication interfaces such as antenna 720. The

radio station 705 can include other communication interfaces for transmitting and receiving data.

Radio station 705 can include one or more memories (not explicitly shown) configured to store

information such as data and/or instructions. In some implementations, the processor electronics

710 can include at least a portion of the transceiver electronics 715. In some embodiments, at

least some of the disclosed techniques, modules or functions are implemented using the radio

station 705.

It will be appreciated that the present document discloses techniques that can be

embodied into wireless communication systems to provide bandwidth part specific

configurations in order to reduce signaling overhead in a primary cell while supporting fast

activation of the secondary cell(s).

Some of the embodiments described herein are described in the general context of

methods or processes, which may be implemented in one embodiment by a computer program

product, embodied in a computer-readable medium, including computer-executable instructions,

such as program code, executed by computers in networked environments. A computer-readable

medium may include removable and non-removable storage devices including, but not limited to,

Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM), compact discs (CDs), digital



versatile discs (DVD), etc. Therefore, the computer-readable media can include a non-transitory

storage media. Generally, program modules may include routines, programs, objects,

components, data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract

data types. Computer- or processor-executable instructions, associated data structures, and

program modules represent examples of program code for executing steps of the methods

disclosed herein. The particular sequence of such executable instructions or associated data

structures represents examples of corresponding acts for implementing the functions described in

such steps or processes.

Some of the disclosed embodiments can be implemented as devices or modules using

hardware circuits, software, or combinations thereof. For example, a hardware circuit

implementation can include discrete analog and/or digital components that are, for example,

integrated as part of a printed circuit board. Alternatively, or additionally, the disclosed

components or modules can be implemented as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)

and/or as a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) device. Some implementations may

additionally or alternatively include a digital signal processor (DSP) that is a specialized

microprocessor with an architecture optimized for the operational needs of digital signal

processing associated with the disclosed functionalities of this application. Similarly, the various

components or sub-components within each module may be implemented in software, hardware

or firmware. The connectivity between the modules and/or components within the modules may

be provided using any one of the connectivity methods and media that is known in the art,

including, but not limited to, communications over the Internet, wired, or wireless networks

using the appropriate protocols.

While this document contains many specifics, these should not be construed as

limitations on the scope of an invention that is claimed or of what may be claimed, but rather as

descriptions of features specific to particular embodiments. Certain features that are described in

this document in the context of separate embodiments can also be implemented in combination

in a single embodiment. Conversely, various features that are described in the context of a single

embodiment can also be implemented in multiple embodiments separately or in any suitable sub

combination. Moreover, although features may be described above as acting in certain

combinations and even initially claimed as such, one or more features from a claimed

combination can in some cases be excised from the combination, and the claimed combination



may be directed to a sub-combination or a variation of a sub-combination. Similarly, while

operations are depicted in the drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood as

requiring that such operations be performed in the particular order shown or in sequential order,

or that all illustrated operations be performed, to achieve desirable results.

Only a few implementations and examples are described and other implementations,

enhancements and variations can be made based on what is described and illustrated in this

disclosure.



C L A I M S

1. A method for wireless communication, comprising:

receiving, by a first device, parameters configured to carry out beam failure detection and

beam failure recovery for secondary cells associated with the first device;

determining, by the first device, whether a beam failure event has occurred on at least one

of the secondary cells based on at least one of the parameters;

performing, upon a determination that the beam failure event has occurred, a beam failure

recovery procedure for the secondary cell with the beam failure event; and

terminating the beam failure recovery procedure upon an occurrence of a termination

event.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the parameters are configured on a cell group basis, or a

secondary cell basis, or on a control channel group basis, or on a timing advanced group basis, or

on a frequency range basis.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the parameters are configured via at least one of a radio

resource control (RRC) configuration or a medium access control (MAC) control element.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes triggering

a beam failure recovery request MAC control element.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the MAC control element includes at least one of a

synchronization signal and physical broadcast channel (PBCH) block (SSB) identifier, a channel-

state information reference signal (CSI-RS) identifier, or a cell identifier.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes initiating a

scheduling request in case no uplink shared channel is available for sending the beam failure

recovery request MAC control element.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the scheduling request is canceled in case: a transmission

of a medium access control protocol data unit including a corresponding one or more the beam



failure recovery request MAC control elements triggered prior to an assembling of the medium

access control protocol data unit; the failure beam is recovered; the beam failure recovery

procedure is finished; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is

reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio link failure is triggered; a secondary cell

group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group failure that

includes the secondary cell is triggered.

8. The method of claim 4, wherein the triggering of beam failure recovery request MAC

control element is canceled in case: a transmission of a medium access control protocol data unit

including a corresponding one or more the beam failure recovery request MAC control elements

triggered prior to an assembling of the medium access control protocol data unit; the failure

beam is recovered; the beam failure recovery procedure is finished; the secondary cell is

deactivated or removed; the secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio

link failure is triggered; a secondary cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is

triggered; or a master cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes sending,

by the first device, a beam failure recovery request MAC control element to a second device.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

determining, by the first device, the beam failure recovery procedure is terminated.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

resetting, by the first device, the beam failure indication counter.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

canceling, by the first device, a pending scheduling request.

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes receiving,

by the first device, a notification to the beam failure recovery request MAC control element from

the second device.



14. The method of claim 13, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

determining, by the first device, whether the beam failure recovery procedure is successful upon

the notification to the beam failure recovery request MAC control element.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the notification to the beam failure request MAC

control element indicates at least one of: a beam failure recovery radio network temporary

identifier; a physical downlink control channel or downlink control information in a control

resource set or in a search space; downlink control information codepoint associated with a link

recovery request message; or an indication that a physical uplink shared channel is carrying a

MAC control element command; or receiving reconfiguration or activation of a transmission

configuration indication (TCI) state associated with physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)

MAC control element.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

configuring, by first device, at least one of a beam failure response timer or a beam failure

response window for monitoring the notification to the beam failure request MAC control

element from the second device.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the beam failure recovery timer is started or restarted

upon occurrence of predetermined events, including:

the beam failure recovery is initiated;

the beam failure recovery request MAC control element is sent to the base station; and

a medium access control protocol data unit with the beam failure recovery request MAC

control element is formed for a physical uplink shared channel.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein at least one of the beam failure response timer or the

beam failure response windows is stopped upon occurrence of at least one of predetermined

events, including:

the beam failure recovery procedure is finished;

the notification to the beam failure request MAC control element;



the beam for a serving cell is recovered;

the beam failure recovery procedure is finished;

the secondary cell is deactivated or removed;

the secondary cell is reconfigured by a radio resource control (RRC);

a radio link failure is triggered;

a secondary cell group (SCG) failure is triggered where the SCG includes the secondary

cell; and

a master cell group (MCG) failure is triggered where the MCG includes the secondary

cell.

19. The method of claim 14, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

determining, by the first device, the beam failure recovery procedure is not successful in case

that: the notification is not received until the expiration of beam failure response timer; or the

notification indicated that the beam recovery is not successful.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the first device includes a beam failure recovery

counter configured to count a number of beam failure recovery request attempt iterations.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the beam failure recovery counter is configured to

increase by one at every beam failure recovery request transmission.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure further includes

triggering, by the first device, another beam failure recovery request in case the beam failure

recovery counter has not reached the threshold value.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein the beam failure recovery counter is reset upon

occurrence of one or more predetermined reset events, including:

the secondary cell with the beam failure event is recovered;

the failure beam that triggers the beam failure recovery procedure is recovered;

the beam failure recovery procedure is finished successfully;

the secondary cell with the beam failure event is deactivated or removed;



the secondary cell with the beam failure event is reconfigured;

a radio link failure is triggered; and

the count reaches to a predetermined maximum count.

24. The method of claim 1, wherein the termination event includes at least one of:

a transmission of a beam failure recovery request MAC control element;

a beam failure recovery counter reaching a maximum value;

an expiration of beam failure recovery timer; or

a notification reception from the second device.

25. The method of claim 1, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes resetting,

by the first device, a beam failure indication counter upon termination of a beam failure recovery.

26. The method of claim 1, wherein the beam failure recovery procedure includes canceling,

by the first device, a pending scheduling request that is associated with the beam failure recovery

request, upon termination of a beam failure recovery.

27. A method for wireless communication, comprising:

monitoring, by a user equipment, a downlink channel between a base station and the user

equipment;

determining, by the user equipment, whether a beam failure event has occurred on a

secondary cell based on at least one of parameters of a radio resource control configuration for a

beam failure recovery and a beam failure detection associated with the secondary cell; and

performing, upon a determination that the beam failure event has occurred, a beam failure

recovery procedure for the secondary cell.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the monitoring the downlink channel between the

wireless network and the user equipment includes receiving a radio resource control

configuration for a beam failure recovery.



29. The method of claim 27, wherein the beam failure recovery request MAC control element

is canceled in case: a transmission of a medium access control protocol data unit including a

corresponding one or more the beam failure recovery request MAC control elements triggered

prior to an assembling of the medium access control protocol data unit; the secondary cell is

recovered; the beam failure recovery procedure is finished; the secondary cell is deactivated or

removed; the secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio link failure is

triggered; a secondary cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master

cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein, in case no uplink shared channel is available for a new

transmission, a scheduling request is initiated.

31. The method of claim 27, wherein, once the beam failure recovery request MAC control

element is sent to the base station, the user equipment receives, from the base station, a

notification to the beam failure recovery request MAC control element.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein, in case no uplink shared channel is available, the user

equipment sends, to the base station, the scheduling request for acquiring an available uplink

shared channel for sending the beam failure recovery request MAC control element.

33. The method of claim 31, wherein, in case an uplink shared channel is available, the user

equipment sends, to the base station, the beam failure recovery request MAC control element for

acquiring a downlink beam recovery.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein the base station is configured to assign a timer or a time

window for the user equipment to receive the notification to the beam failure recovery request

MAC control element.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the user equipment is configured to: in case the timer or

the time window is expired without receiving the acknowledgement of reception or indication of



non-reception, deactivate the secondary cell; and generate a MAC control element for notifying a

renewed secondary cell situation.

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the MAC control element includes at least one of a

serving cell identifier or a status indication.

37. The method of claim 34, wherein the user equipment is configured to, in case the timer or

the time window is expired without receiving the notification to the beam failure recovery

request MAC control element, reset a beam failure instance counter that is associated with the

beam failure recovery procedure.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the user equipment includes a beam failure recovery

counter configured to count a number of beam failure recovery attempt iterations.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein, the user equipment is further configured to trigger

another beam failure recovery request MAC control element to the base station in case a beam

failure recovery counter does not reach pre-configured maximum value.

40. The method of claim 38, wherein the beam failure recovery counter is configured to

increase by one every time the user equipment fails to receive an acknowledgement of reception

or indication of non-reception until an expiration of the timer or the time window.

41. The method of claim 38, wherein the user equipment is configured to reset the beam

failure instance counter upon reception of the acknowledgement.

42. The method of claim 38, wherein the user equipment is configured to reset the beam

failure recovery counter in case: the failure beam on the secondary cell is recovered; the beam

failure recovery procedure is finished successfully; the secondary cell is deactivated or removed;

the secondary cell is reconfigured by the radio resource control; a radio link failure is triggered; a

secondary cell group failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or a master cell group



failure that includes the secondary cell is triggered; or the beam failure instance counter reaches

to a predetermined maximum count.

43. An apparatus for wireless communication, comprising a memory and a processor,

wherein the processor reads code from the memory and implements a method recited in any of

claims 1 to 42.

44. A computer readable program storage medium having code stored thereon, the code,

when executed by a processor, causing the processor to implement a method recited in any of

claims 1 to 42.
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